Annual Staff Sessions
August 28 and 29, 2012
David S. Chu International Student Centre
Room 2130, Western Student Centre

8:30-9:00 a.m. Coffee and mingle

9:00-9:05 a.m. Welcome by Joyce Garnett and Introduction of MCs

9:05 – 9:15 a.m. MCs – Chris Smith and Nicole Nolan - outline format of day and program and introduce presenters

Morning schedule - Mini Presentations (15-20 minutes each): (will also be included in display and learning sessions in afternoon)

- Patron Driven Acquisitions
- Research Data
- Health Break
- GIS
- Virtual Reference
- E-Learning
- Scholarship @ Western
- Wrap up of morning sessions – MCs

LUNCH

Afternoon schedule - Display and Learning sessions:

- Ergonomics – proactive ways to set up your work station and to work in a safe manner
- New on-line Circulation manual including training and marketing recommendations
- Green ideas including recycling, composting – come and share your suggestions
- Social Media – learn about Pinterest
- Digital Bookplate display
- Community Engagement
- Virtual Café
- Presenters from morning session

Staff Cookie Contest judging by celebrity & guest judges

3:30 p.m. Wrap up, Summary and Closing remarks – Joyce Garnett